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Diversity
Name of lesson/ unit:____________________________________
Grade Level:
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Links to Standards: These links will take you to a web page
CCSS ELA
CCSS Math
CCSS History/SS
Next Gen Science
Fine Arts
PE/Health
Computer Science/Technology
Foreign Languages

Stage 1-Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
Copy and paste them here:

29.A.5 Analyze and interpret manners and customs within the social, academic
and work environments of selected target language societies.
24.A.3b Demonstrate methods for addressing interpersonal differences without
harm (e.g., avoidance, compromise, cooperation).
24.A.3a Describe possible causes and consequences of conflict and violence
among youth in schools and communities.
24.A.3c Explain how positive communication helps to build and maintain
relationships at school, at home, and in the workplace.
27.A.3b Compare and contrast how the arts function in ceremony, technology,
politics, communication, and entertainment.
26.B.3d Visual Arts: Demonstrate knowledge and skills to create 2-and
3-dimensional works and time arts (eg film, animation, video) that are realistic,
abstract, functional, and decorative.
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Understanding(s):
Students will understand that . . .

Students will understand the value and
uniqueness of each individual and the
impact it has on society.

Essential Question(s):
What is the value of diversity in the
world?

Other Notes:

Stage 2-Acceptable Evidence
Performance Task(s)
How do the students prove they understand the
concept(s)?
What are the tasks?

-Role playing stereotypical scenarios.
-Discussion of real life situations that have
occurred.
-Compare and contrast how looks impact
acceptance into society-"the Voice" vs.
"American Idol"
-Referencing "The Melting Pot" in American
history
-Presentations from community reps of different
cultures

Other Evidence and Formative
Assessment works:
TicTacToe Board
Powerpoint, Brochure, Poster, etc...
-Outlining understanding of "the Melting
Pot" and its role in history.
-Family interviews on personal culture
and background.
-Student made game

Rubric: Create a rubric at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
Copy the url to the created rubric and paste it here:

Stage 3- Learning Plan
Learning Activities:
Type your lesson plan here:

Two Weeks
-Read Dr. Seuss The Sneetches
-Research of "The Melting Pot"
-Family Traits/Heritage
-Cultural contributions through artwork, literature, music, science, etc.
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Adapted from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe-Understanding by Design

Lesson Contributors: Please type your names and your district’s name:
Jamie Peel
Keri Guillinger
Mary Jo Gillmann
Linda Evensen
Courtney Klobucher

Directions: Save this pdf and email it to trossman@roe35.org
Or pwasilewski@roe35.org
Thank you for sharing!

